
WRITE AN ESSAY ABOUT CHILD LABOUR

By using such essay on Child Labour, students can easily win the essay writing competition because all are written in
very easy English language.

Some nations such as Guinea-Bissau , Mali and Ethiopia have more than half of all children aged 5â€”14 at
work, because the family does not earn enough money. Solutions to Child Labour: The Government is
working close with social agencies and common public to solve the issues of child labour. The situation
becomes worse if these kids are physically handicapped. There are children abused and deprived of basic
needs while in labor. Since they were all very young they were not very strong. What can be done to resolve
this global issue? Their skills are not honed. Life in rural areas of villages is even more difficult. What many
people are not aware of is the necessity for child labor in many developing countries. Children as young as 4
years old were working underpaid in factories to keep themselves and their poverty struck families alive. They
are sent to faraway place unknown to them. Essay on Child Labour â€” Essay 3 Words Child labour is a social
issue in India and abroad where kids are exploited by organized and unorganized sectors of industry. Both
parents and the owners are often highly demanding to them. As per the statistics of U. This is to promote
education to the children in United States. Argumentative essay info. The problems associated with child labor
have always been a part of life but thanks to Globalization, everyone is now more aware of the child labor
issues that exist. Essay on Child Labour â€” Essay 4 Words Child labor is an important topic that is being
debated as a serious social issue all around the world. Ethiopia country shown that is strong knowledge. In
spite of receiving some funds for working, children are exploited in some countries. Lack of Rehabilitation
Plans: Another issue that the authorities face is the lack of rehabilitation facilities for the children who have
been saved from the devil grips of child labor. Meaning of Child Labour: Child Labour involves engaging
children to produce goods or services for financial gain. Indian children have the history of labouring with
their parents in their professional activities. A practical solution to keep this social menace at bay is to
organize awareness programs and introduce stringent laws which force children not to work or employ them
as child labor. Estimates cite figures of child labour between 60 and million working children in India, the
highest number in the world Human Rights Watch,  Gender Discrimination: Girls are often prevented from
going to school at a very low age. Conclusion: Child labor is one of the broad social issues that require getting
resolved on an urgent basis. The reasons for the child labor are almost the same in different nations. Anywhere
between years old. Use of worknot to make child is my opinion. Child labor is significant all around the world
but largely in Asia, Africa, and Latin America and in parts of Europe. They are made to help in the fieldwork
and the house chores as well. Even though it has been banned internationally, there are still many cases of
child labour in the world. Lewis The focus of this paper is a cross-examination of popular literature discussing
the effects of Child Labour laws on the treatment and participation of children in the workforce during the
British Industrial Revolution. From social development aspect, children, who suffer exploitation, do not spend
much time with other their age or with family members. Apj abdul kalam with your group photograph. Forced
Maturity: In order to survive in this world, they tend to become mature faster than they need to. Donate to an
photo essay labour is work career. This policy is due for review every five years. They work on farms,
factories, and in sweatshops for extremely low fees; most have little or no education. Lewis hine the tobacco
plantations in africa v. But what has eventually led us to adopt this otherwise disrespected practice?


